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In the questions below a word from the first group will join together with 
a word from the second group to form one completely new and proper word 

that is correctly spelt. The order of the letters does not change. 
The letters from the first group always begin this new word.

1.   (tear   rat   head)  (away  for  side)
A.    tear                   B.    rat        C.    head

X.    away  Y.    for Z.    side

2.   (move   turn   want)  (beat   coat   look)
A.    move                  B.    turn        C.    want

X.    beat Y.    coat Z.    look

3.   (wind rush   over)  (lawn    grass     lord) 
A.    wind                B.    rush       C.    over

X.    lawn   Y.    grass Z.    lord

4.   (spin   but   for)  (away  ever   rant) 
A.    spin                   B.    but      C.    for

X.    away Y.    ever Z.    rant

5.   (cash  lip  chair)  (stick  slip  grim)
A.    cash                  B.    lip       C.    chair

X.    stick   Y.    slip Z.    grim

6.   (post  fire  lawn)  (sleep   hedge    card)  
A.    post                    B.    fire        C.    lawn

X.    sleep Y.    hedge Z.    card

7.   (bird   cow   sheep)  (sun   month   song)  
A.    bird          B.    cow      C.    sheep

X.    sun   Y.    month Z.    song

8.   (side   down    mask)  (beat    rapid    tunes)   
A.    side                   B.    down       C.    mask

X.    beat  Y.    rapid Z.    tunes

Mark these two words on the answer sheet.
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9.   (nose steep   head)  (ear   hill   ache) 
A.    nose                  B.    steep        C.    head

X.    ear   Y.    hill Z.    ache

10.   (round   note   fond)  (look   book   hunt)    
A.    round                 B.    note        C.    fond

X.    look Y.    book Z.    hunt


